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Editions of this work

partitions

→ The favorite scotch air Kelvin Grove
  Material description: 11 p. : 35 cm
  Note: Note : 1827 d'après British Union Catalogue-Copac (http://copac.jisc.ac.uk), 2016-09-29
  Edition: London : printed & sold by F. T. Latour, music seller to his Majesty , [1827]
  Compositeur: Francis Tatton Latour (1766?-1845)
  Link: catalogue, Visualize the document in Gallica
  Gallica: https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k1176834r

→ Love's ritornella
  the favorite air in The Brigand with variations for the piano forte
  Material description: 11 p. : 35 cm
  Note: Note : 1829 d'après British Union Catalogue-Copac (http://copac.jisc.ac.uk), 2016-09-29
  Edition: London : printed & sold by S. Chappell, music seller to his Majesty , [1829]
  Compositeur: Francis Tatton Latour (1766?-1845)
  Link: catalogue, Visualize the document in Gallica
  Gallica: https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k11768355
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Related authors

Authors related to Variations. Piano. Kelvin Grove
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Variations. Piano. Kelvin Grove in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages

This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.

Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue

https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb170755919

Sources

The favorite scotch air Kelvin Grove [Musique imprimée] / Kelvin Grove ; arranged with an introduction variations for the piano forte... by T. Latour. - London : printed sold by F. T. Latour, music seller to his Majesty, [1827].

Variants of the title

Variations. Piano. The favorite scotch air Kelvin Grove (français)

The favorite scotch air Kelvin Grove (anglais)